Abstract. In the Kriging interpolation method, different theory models of variation function are selected and fitted. There are many common variation function models, such as spherical model, index model, Gaussian model and so on. As these variation function models are non-linear, non-linear model are converted to linear model when these variation function models are solved. Different variation function models with different conversion methods are lack of generality in the process of Kriging interpolation. Particle swarm optimization algorithm with the advantages of global optimal solution can be directly used to solve non-linear fitting equation. In this paper, variation function model based on particle swarm optimization algorithm is fitted. Experiment shows that it is appropriate for fitting variable function based particle swarm optimization algorithm.
Introduction
Kriging interpolation is founded by South African geological engineer Krige. And then, Kriging interpolation theory is improved by French statisticians Matheron [1] . Kriging interpolation method as one of the common spatial interpolation has been widely used in geology, atmosphere, soil and remote sensing. Like most of the spatial interpolation method, Kriging interpolation is also based on the principle of spatial correlation. The closer distance between space objects, the greater the similarity of spatial properties. The basic principle of Kriging interpolation is that real variation function values of sampled data are firstly calculated in interpolation process. And then, theory model of variation function is constructed. Weights and Lagrange coefficient between reference points and interpolation point are calculated based on variation function model. Finally, attribute values of interpolation point are calculated by solving linear combination equations.
Variation function model is the basis of Kriging interpolation method. It is a tool to reflect the rule of regionalized variable and ultimately determines the authenticity and effectiveness of prediction results [2] . There are many common variation function models, such as linear sill model, spherical model, exponential model, Gaussian model, logarithmic model and so on [3] . These models can be divided into non-linear and linear curve fitting model. For linear curve model, variation function can be directly fitted by least squares. Compared with linear curve model, non-linear model are converted to linear model when these variation function models are solved. The difficulty of conversion increases the complexity of algorithm.
With the development of non-linear theory in recent years, non-linear curve for solving need not be converted linear curve. It can be directly solved by intelligent algorithm. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm as a kind of typical intelligent algorithm has the advantages of global optimal solution. It can not only directly solve non-linear fitting equation but also solve variation function fitting equation. In this paper, particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to fit variation function model. In order to verify the variation function theory model based on particle swarm fitting method, iron ore grade data from some region in china is tested. The fitting result of PSO algorithm is the same with the weighted least squares algorithm. As can be seen from the experimental results, the weighted least squares algorithm can be replaced by PSO algorithm. It can avoid the conversion from non-linear to linear.
Kriging interpolation model and method
Kriging interpolation is an optimal linear unbiased estimation method. Kriging interpolation similar with inverse distance weighted is based on sampling points around unknown points to calculate the value of unknown points. With the development of Kriging interpolation, there are many kriging interpolation methods. The basic principle of these methods are the same, so ordinary Kriging interpolation model is researched in this paper. 
Kriging interpolation model
Supposed regionalized variable Z(x) meet second order stationarity conditions. There are n reference points around the interpolation point x with attribute value Z (x i ). The Kriging interpolation model is [4] :
Here, λ is weight. Formula (1) need to meet the following conditions:
(1) Condition of unbiasedness:
(2) Condition of minimum variance:
In order to minimize the estimated value of variance, according to the principle of Lagrange multipliers, let be:
Here, μ is Lagrange multipliers. Partial derivative of F is calculated and let be the value of partial derivative is zero. Equation set of Kriging are as follows:
Here, c is covariance. According to the relationship of covariance and variation function,
Here, h is the distance between point pairs. γ is the value of variation function. Finally, the interpolation model can be expressed as follows:
Kriging interpolation method
Concrete steps of Kriging interpolation are as follows [5] :
(1) Normal distribution of sampling data is determined. If sampling data not meet normal distribution, sampling data need to convert approximate normal distribution.
(2) Variation function values of sampling data are calculated. If the size of point pairs is large, variation function values with different groups are calculated.
(3) Theory model of variation function is selected and variation function curve is fitted.
(4) Weight matrix of interpolation point is calculated according to the variation function curve.
(5) The attribute value of unknown point are calculated according to linear combination of weight matrix.
In the process of Kriging interpolation, step (3) is the key step. Because the variation function curve affects the weight matrix of the interpolation point. In this paper, the particle swarm optimization algorithm is used to fit variation function curve.
Theory model of variation function based on particle swarm optimization algorithm
Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO for short) is proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995. It is a kind of swarm intelligence algorithm that simulated the search process of birds group [6] . If there is only one piece of food in some region, the most simple and effective strategy to find the food is to search the nearest area around birds.
In PSO algorithm, birds as a particle in the space, has their own position. It can be expressed by (x i ,v i , pbest i ). x i is the current position of the particle. v i is the current speed of the particle. pbest i is the best current position that has been searched by particle. An objective function (denoted by Fitness) is given to each particle's position. The fitness of each particle can be evaluated by Fitness function. The value of Fitness function as evaluation criterion is calculated. It can update the current optimal value of the particle, denoted by pbest i .
In the algorithm implementation process, some initial values are given, such as the particle position, the speed of the particles, inertia weigh of the particle w i , randomly learning factor of the particle c 1 and c 2 . Optimal solution of current particle pbest i and all particles are solved by iterative search of each particle. gbest i is the global extremum. pbest i and gbest i are velocity parameters of next updating. By n iterations, it finally can get a satisfactory result.
Mathematical expressions of update speed v and position x of particle are as follows:
Here, (i, j) is the index of the current particle. The superscript k is the k-th iteration.
The algorithm of Particle Swarm Optimization is as follows: Table 1 . The algorithm process of PSO The algorithm of PSO Initialize the related parameters and scope of particles For i = 1: times of iterations For j = 1 : sum of particles To update the current particle velocity; To update the current particle location; Local optimal fitness function calculation; Global optimal fitness function calculation; End End Output optimal particle location (optimal parameters)
The flow chart is as follows : Fitness h h (10) Here, h j is separation distance of variation function. Here, h all is the sum of all the separation distance h j . The number of unknown in variation function theory model and particle in PSO algorithm are the same. The position of particle represents the unknown in variation function theory model. The particle position of minimum Fitness function value is searched by PSO algorithm, which is the expression of curve fitting.
The experiment and conclusion
In order to verify the variation function theory model based on particle swarm fitting method, iron ore grade data from some region in china is tested. Iron ore grade in 3D space presents anisotropic characteristics. The fitting results of three orientations are shown in Figure 2 . Distance weighted fitting is adopted by Fitness function of PSO algorithm. The fitting result of PSO algorithm is the same with the weighted least squares algorithm. As can be seen from the experimental results, the weighted least squares algorithm can be replaced by PSO algorithm. It can avoid the conversion from nonlinear to linear. Therefore, PSO algorithm is an effective method for variation function fitting.
